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Breit, mit Kraft
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Phantasie: sehr langsam,frei
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The viola is surely not the most assertive instrument
among the string family. It reaches neither the extreme
height of the violin nor the rumbling depth and the
strength of the cello and contrabass. Its role is more
integrating than leading or polarising; and in brilliance,
manoeuvrability and sound projection the violin wins
hands down. But if a composer wants to express his
or her feelings with maximum intensity and depth, he
chooses the viola remarkably often. The loss of a loved
one, a repressive political system, persecution and war
were more than once the motivation for the composing
of music with the viola as the most important voice for
expressing the underlying emotions. The dark, somewhat
veiled sound of the instrument makes it particularly suited
to such a role. On this CD, the second of two, we have
recorded a number of compositions for viola and piano in
which oppression, both personal and political, has played,
directly or indirectly, an unmistakable role.

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847)
Sonata for Viola and Piano (1824)
Mendelssohn was only fifteen years old when he wrote
his sonata for viola and piano. An opus number was
not assigned to the work by the young composer, and
its publication would take place only in 1966, long after
his death.
Mendelssohn himself was an excellent violinist and
violist and this skill is audible in the music, although the
somewhat overconfident enthusiasm makes it clear
that this is an early work. Also in the development of
the repertory for viola it is an early composition. In the
classical and early romantic period, the use of the viola
as a solo instrument was still rare.
The first movement begins with a solemn introduction,
followed by a stirring Allegro in the classical sonata form.
Because of the dramatic character and the choice of
the key of c minor, Mendelssohn seems to be inspired
by Beethoven. At that time Beethoven was the musical
colossus against whom many a composer measured
himself; and he himself used this same key by preference
for his most emotionally charged and expressive music.
The middle movement is a minuet, in, for this dance, a
markedly fast tempo which makes it actually more a
Scherzo, with a calm, chorale-like section in the middle.
The finale is a theme and variations, beautifully joined one
to the other, in which the piano claims a more soloistic
role and Mendelssohn shows that he must have been a
virtuoso not only of the viola.

Hans Gál (1890-1987)
Sonata op.101 for viola and piano (1941)
Hans Gál was born in the vicinity of Vienna. Until his death,
late in the twentieth century and outside Central Europe,
he let that Viennese origin resonate in his music. In 1929
he became the director of the Conservatory of Mainz. The
takeover of Hitler in 1933 led to his dismissal and to a ban
on performances of his work. On returning to Vienna, he
had to leave this city once again, after the Anschluss of
Austria in 1938. Arriving in London, he had initially wanted
to travel on to the United States but changed his plans
when offered a position at the University of Edinburgh. The
Scottish capital would become his permanent residence.
Gál lived for the most part in the twentieth century but
his music is still steeped in the romantic lyricism of the
previous century, in particular that of Brahms. In his viola
sonata, composed while the Second World War raged, this
lyricism is especially evident in the flowing first movement.
Recollections of Vienna are manifest in the waltz-like
middle movement. A march-like finale closes the work,
with daring and complex harmonic developments that
clearly mark the piece as twentieth-century.

Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975)
Impromptu (1931)
In 2017 a short work by Shostakovich for viola and piano
was discovered. The manuscript had lain for a long time
in the National Archive in Moscow and it is somewhat
enigmatic why it hadn’t come to light any earlier. The
instrumentation is not specified in the manuscript but the
notation, the alto clef, and the indications pizzicato and
spiccato leave no other option open than viola and piano.
The title Impromptu suggests a work with a spontaneous
and improvised character, and it looks as though the
composer wrote the slow, melancholic introduction and
the dancing sequel one after the other, in one session.
After this moving miniature it would be more than forty
years before the monumental Sonata for Viola and Piano
would see the light.

Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)
Sonata for Viola and Piano (1939)
The viola plays an important role in the works of
Hindemith. Thus was he the violist of the Amar-Hindemith
string quartet between 1921 and 1928, and he composed
many works for and with the viola. The viola sonata from
1939 is his longest, third, and last sonata for his own
instrument. The premiere took place at Harvard University
on 18 April 1939, after Hindemith had already fled the
Nazis and sought sanctuary in the United States. Initially
Hindemith seemed to go down well with the Nazi regime.
In particular his frequent use of elements from German
folk music was appreciated by the regime. But his not
always easily accessible musical idiom and his flirt with
jazz gradually turned him into a cultural persona non grata,
and forced him to leave Germany.
This work is anything but entirely atonal, but a clear
tonic centre is missing. Although the strongly polyphonic
writing gives the sonata a certain austerity, the piece also
radiates warmth and emotion and it has an improvised
side: the third movement is a Phantasie and in the last
movement the main theme forms the basis for two
ingenious variations. The opening movement is the most
constructed and controlled but in the Scherzo that follows,
the composer lets loose rhythmically: the accents shift
continually and halfway through, the pianist even goes
wild with reckless Ragtime rhythms. Those who still think
of Hindemith as a predominantly cerebral and undercooled
composer, are confronted here with Hindemith’s humour,

charm, and his pleasure in derailing the listener. The
third movement of the sonata provides a restful haven in
which the viola takes the lead. But gradually the agitation
increases, preparing the way for the march-like finale.
There the viola and piano continue their anything but
peaceful relationship (though leaving some room for more
harmonious periods) to finally end, triumphant and likeminded, in a uniform climax.

Ásdís Valdimarsdóttir - viola
Ásdís Valdimarsdóttir is one of Iceland’s most widely
travelled classical musicians. Her musical education took
her to The Juilliard School in New York at the age of 18
where she earned a Masters degree. Her most influential
teachers there were Paul Doktor, Felix Galimir and the
members of the Juilliard String Quartet. After spending
5 years studying in the USA she wanted to get to know
the music life in Europe, so she moved to Germany and
joined the Deutsche Kammerakademie Neuss. During her
time there she studied with Nobuko Imai in Detmold and
participated in many master classes, courses and festivals
such the Marlboro festival in the USA, Lockenhaus in
Austria and Prussia Cove in the UK.
Ásdís’ main interest as a viola player has always been
playing chamber music. She moved back to the USA to
be a founding member of the Miami String Quartet, but
ultimately preferred to live in Europe. She moved back to
Germany and became the principal viola of the Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie Bremen, joined the Belcanto String
Trio and the Mutare Ensemble and worked frequently
as a guest of the Ensemble Modern and the Chamber
Orchestra of Europe.
In 1995 she moved to London to join the Chilingirian
String Quartet, with whom she travelled extensively,
taught at the Royal College of Music, played and
taught at festivals and courses around the world and
made numerous radio and CD recordings. She left the

Ásdís Valdimarsdóttir and Marcel Worms

Chilingirian String Quartet in 2003 in order to have
more time to raise her two children and is now based in
Amsterdam. She enjoys a mix of Chamber music, teaching
and solo performing. She is a member of the Endymion
Chamber music Ensemble (London) and the Erard
Ensemble (Amsterdam). Ásdís taught for several years

at the Royal Northern college in Manchester and is now
on the faculty of the Royal Conservatory of The Hague.
She has been invited to perform and teach at many music
festivals around the world such as the Festival Inverno
at Campos De Jordao (Brazil), International Masterclass
Apeldoorn (NL) and the Kuhmo Festival (Finland).
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Marcel Worms - piano
Marcel Worms (1951) studied at the Sweelinck
Conservatory in Amsterdam with Hans Dercksen. He also
had lessons with the Russian pianist Youri Egorov and with
Alicia de Larrocha. After graduating in 1987, he specialised
in the study of chamber music with Hans Broekman and
20th century piano music with Alexandre Hrisanide.
Marcel Worms remains active as a chamber music
player and soloist. In 1990 he premiered early works of
Schoenberg in a recital at the Icebreaker in Amsterdam
and in 1991 he performed the complete pianoworks of
Janáček. Since 1992 he has performed the program
Jazz Inﬂuences in 20th Century Piano Music. It has been
released on the BVHaast label.
In 1994, Mondrian’s memorial year, Marcel Worms
performed the program Mondrian and the Music of his
Time. Marcel Worms performed this program in the
Netherlands and many other European countries, in
Russia (at the Hermitage in St. Petersburg and the Pushkin
Museum in Moscow) and in the United States (including
the National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.).
In 1996, Marcel Worms initiated a unique Blues project:
when he finished this project in 2017 over 200 Dutch
and foreign composers, from more than 50 countries on
all continents, have contributed a work for solo piano.
The project has been recorded on eight CDs. Since 1998,
Marcel Worms presented his project in most European

countries, in Russia, the Middle East, the Far East, the
United States, Africa, South America and Cuba.
As part of the Van Gogh exhibition in Washington D.C.
and Los Angeles, Marcel Worms made the CD Pictures
at a Van Gogh Exhibition, which was also performed in
these cities.
At the request of the Kunsthal in Rotterdam, he put
together a program around Picasso that also appeared
on CD as part of this exhibition. A program of tangos
from Latin America and Europe was heard, among other
places, in China and in Argentina, and it appeared on CD
for the BVHaast label.
Since 2002, the pianist has been active with the piano
works of Federico Mompou. In 2007 he released two CDs
with this composer’s music and organised a three-day
Mompou Festival in Amsterdam. In 2009 he debuted
on CD some 40 unpublished works of Mompou that had
been rediscovered the year before in Barcelona.
In 2012 Marcel Worms recorded on one CD both Bach’s
Goldberg Variations and Metamorphosis by Philip Glass.
Furthermore he released CDs with classical music of
the Caribbean and with music of the Baltic countries,
including the complete works for piano by Arvo Pärt,
On his latest CD’s he recorded the complete cycle
The Seasons by the Latvian composer Pēteris Vasks,
piano music of Erik Satie and music by and inspired
by Chopin.
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